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Case intro + Lean 
Change Creation



Case description 
Approach to challenge current way of developing human resources processes & services 

You are consultants at a company X and you’ve been approached by a large scale private or public sector organization (hypothetical, 
no specific brand).

They would like to become a future capable organisation that is able to adapt to constant changes and complexity in the market as 
well as to customer needs. 

The function driving the cultural change in the organisation is HR and they would like to start by making HR development initiatives 
more agile, human-centric and transparent. Currently, HR has a very traditional role within the organisation where they are more
reactive to the business and customer needs instead of being proactive and forward thinking. 

The client wants you to propose how to get started and how you would structure a transformation program that supports the given 
objectives.

As consultants in company X you would be part of the team leading this engagement and put forward your perspective on how to 
approach this. 

1. Give some thought overall how you would approach the challenge. What would be important to take into account? 

2. Choose TWO of the tools/templates that addresses some parts of the process and think how to use them

Aalto: Organization Design

Note: This is similar to a case you might encounter during an interview process



Lean Change 
Creation



The Lean Change 
Creation -handbook

Lean Change Creation

How to succeed in and implement change with agility 

Whether it's a change initiative or a strategy implementation, choosing an 
agile approach is most useful when the answer to one or more of the 
following questions is unclear: What is the problem we need to solve? What 
is a successful outcome? What do we need to do to achieve the desired 
goal? 

The more variables and uncertainties are identified, and the more business 
critical the problem to be solved or the objective is, the more suitable the 
agile, phased approach to change is. It is the best way to enable learning 
along the change journey, as at each stage you learn more about what works 
and delivers results and what does not.

Find the handbook here (in Finnish): 
https://futurice.com/industries/julkishallinto/lean-change-creation-tyokalut

https://futurice.com/industries/julkishallinto/lean-change-creation-tyokalut


Identify problems to be solved by involving people
Lean Change Creation

Understanding what you are doing, why you are doing it and what you are trying to achieve is a prerequisite for successful change. The 
problems to be solved are identified together with the team driving the change, and the vision is refined along the way. 



Build a multidisciplinary team with a shared vision and objectives
Lean Change Creation

It is worth setting up a change team once you have an initial idea of the objectives and context of the change. It is a good start to 
ensure that the team is appropriately constituted and gets off to a good start.



Understand the needs of your customers, employees and business
Lean Change Creation

Successful change means a change in the way people work. To do this, you need to understand who is affected and how, and whatare 
their needs in relation to change, and build solutions on that basis.



Bring clarity to solutions through conceptualisation
Lean Change Creation

Good ideas solve needs and turn them into clear concepts that bring about the desired change.



Proceed iteratively based on the effectiveness
Lean Change Creation

From concepts to practice, implementing change step by step, learning from effectiveness and looking at the bigger picture.



Build a scaling roadmap for the future
Lean Change Creation

A shared story of the change and communication creates the future, a roadmap for scaling up helps to plan how to get there inpractice.


